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Two day talk beginning outdoors. 
 
 
Swami: Is everybody here since…Anya has anybody left?  Three 
weeks back?  How much dust everyday here?  Like a layer on the 
floor?  To breathe, irritable!  It’s a big hell, from morning until to 6:30, 
7:00, it’s very interesting.  Aghni is very interesting, she’s walking 
there and watching… 
 
These six, seven months will be like that, especially the marbles 
cuttings, entire the layer, the rooms, it will come like this. The 
sculpturing people, they’re making the elevation. Nobody got my 
message - Clint and Ramakrishna?  I think they know it.  Where are 
they?  Why you feel uncomfortable Philip when the people comes 
and meditate here? 
 
Philip: Why, or do I? 
 
Swami: Do you? 
 
Philip: Yes. 
 
Swami: Why? 
 
Philip: Because this is the first time since the, “eleven” that I’m 
meditating with a group, trying to go with the group energy and 
we’re finally coming together as a group, and it’s important to have 
the energy of the, “eleven” all working together but when other 
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people are coming in and out it interrupts the flow and creates a 
completely different dynamic.   
 
Swami: Hmmm.  How is today’s meditation here as compares to 
Hampi?  Monika Lipetz? 
 
Monika: It was beautiful to meditate with the “eleven” together but 
here the big sky is missing and the noise grinding, here. 
 
Swami: The drill? 
 
Monika: Yeah. 
 
Swami: It’s the drilling in your brains! (laughter)  They’re planning 
to put the ten points to find the water.  I make them to stop and go, 
after Shiva Ratri they will do it.  You have any little miss confidence, 
friends, maybe you can see, maybe you can’t see, like that?  Little bit?  
I’m sure Tatyana? 
 
Tatyana: Me too.  I’m looking forward to it, but I’m a little nervous. 
 
Swami: Alexandra? 
 
Alexandra: Only a little bit. 
 
Swami: Only a little bit?  No need to ask Elizabeth E., she have huge!  
It is a little interesting in Anya and Cyndria, maybe they’re a little 
angry on me, isn’t it? 
 
Cyndria: Not at all. 
 
Anya: No way. 
 
Swami: It’s not confuse, it’s little bit my decision, they’re energy 
what they can go more than.  After my decisions they took the divine 
tantrics to hook it, through divine tantrics.   
 

End of this talk, going on the the next day. 
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Next Day 
 
Swami: How was the yesterday journey, Clint? 
 
Clint: Very exciting. 
 
Swami: Exciting?  What do you mean by exciting? 
 
Clint: Very unexpected and in every way. 
 
Swami: Finally, how it went through? 
 
Clint: Very perfectly.   
 
Swami: Where you seen very danger point in our journey? 
 
Clint: Well, when we arrived in Sri Sailam, the most crowded time of 
the year in Sri Sailam, right at the very moment when everyone else 
had arrived. 
 
Swami: How many people they wrote in the newspaper? 
 
Philip: One lakh. 
 
Swami: One lakh or one million?   
 
Clint: Huge crowd!  Much more than that!  From the air, it’s just a 
mass of people surrounding the entire place. 
 
Swami: There is no place to helicopter land!  I’m serious, everywhere 
vehicles, thousands of the people.  Hmmm, it’s almost the evening is 
coming, I have to go and see Mother Divine and Shiva, just to do 
something.  Just I got in the last fraction of minutes on that Shiva 
Ratri day evening.  I got the idea, ok which place has to go and do 
that?  Ahh, where is the best power spot place?  Well, Sri Sailam.  I 
know it’s terrible, but it’s necessary, we have to go.  If I started to talk 
with everybody, ok guys, I’m going, I don’t know how everybody 
putting the energy on me.  Just I told to Chitti, go and get the Clint.  
Anyhow, we went there, how many kilometers from the temple far 
away landed, I drop?   
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Clint: Well, we tried to land right next to the temple but it was 
impossible.  And the helicopter landed maybe one kilometer away 
just in the open hillside.  Swami jumped out, it didn’t really land.  It 
just touched down, and Swami jumps out. 
 
Swami: Just ten seconds he landed, just I took the dare step, ok!  
(laughter)  I get off, then he took off.  When I get off, thousands of 
people recognized me there. The biggest articles came in the 
newspaper - huge mass people. They’re running my back! I’m 
running, they’re running! (laughter)  Ohhhh, I’m very tired, I step on 
one rock, my shoe slip.  I jumped, took it off, ok.  To search that shoe, 
it took one minute.  People is on my back attacking, but anyhow 
many people arounded me.  I said, ok, wait - I told it in beautiful 
Telugu, just walk with me.  I made them to walk with me.  Then a 
person with motorbike, he came I jump on that (snaps)!  A person 
came to see with motorbike, just I talk to, hello, how are you?  Can 
you give a ride to me? (laughter)   
 
Guy on motorbike: Yeah!  Why not? 
 
Swami: Just it’s straight to the temple.  I stand in front of the temple, 
how to get in?  I have no single one rupee with me.  At least to bribe 
somebody to get inside, then I talk to one of the police officer guy.  
 
Officer: So and so came, please let him inside. 
 
Swami: It takes five minutes, then I go inside.  From that point 
onwards, my process went very peaceful.  Then I done my process, 
then where is Clint?  Where they landed?  What happened to them?  
(laughter)  Then I started to worry on them.  Anyhow, he’s a doctor 
of death, no problem. (laughter)  What time you reach the temple 
outside?  How many hours after? 
 
Clint: Two hours.   
 
Swami: Hmmm, two hours. I went to Sri Sailam mainly for the, 
“eleven people” to help.  What I supposed to plan to do, cutting the 
energy process.  I was suppose to do yesterday, but I’m taking today 
also break.  Tomorrow I’m doing it, for to having darshan Mother 
Divine, few people.  Unfortunately they choose one place, it’s a little 
far away.  Well, it is Tatyana and France - crazy guys. (laughter)  It’s 
ok, done, no problem.  Tomorrow I have to go finish.  I have to make 
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them to go initiation to show them, then come back here.  And to the 
few people, I’m giving two babies (lingams) to the presentations.  It’s 
a process, but today every person, your personal mantras, as much as 
you can.  I really want to give the shaktipats, the healings, including 
the, “Eleven people” too.  Forgetting everything, all your processes, 
close up the file and put there.  Just your personal mantras, do it, 
bring that vibrations in you. Do strongly and strongly and strongly 
and strongly, melt in that.   
 
In Sri Sailam that energy one millions times as powerful than right 
now here.  One million times, just, it’s like a strong, solid ocean.  Just 
I watch the Clint, finally he gave up, “Ok, I’m going to get the bed, 
I’m going to lay down here.”  He’s terribly tired, then he slept like a 
log. I watch on you like one hour, there’s a lot of drums and musics, 
ha!   In entire south India that is one of the most powerful power spot 
to the energy, to the Shiva, the most powerful.  It went very, very 
well, purifying, sucking huge energy.  The local police people they’re 
so upset with me, just all of sudden I took the decision (snaps), I want 
to go, that’s it!  They said, “What, are you kidding?  You can’t go like 
that.”  Hey, no way, even if I come back, you can arrest me, I have to 
go, I have to leave.  I talked to the captain, he said, “Ok, we’ll manage 
it, go.” We had to land before evening, sunset.  Just we took the really 
dare step. 
 
I’m seeing lot of negativity, negative possible, I have to touch the 
ground before sunset, number one point.  Before the stars comes up, I 
have to do my process, that’s the second very important.  Until to 
2:30 - 3:00, my mind is still thinking. Until that time, I’m very 
confident I’m going to do here, everything.  In a fraction of seconds, I 
got that, ok, no way.  It’s the time I have to hit the most powerful spot 
anywhere. Then Triupati, Shiva energy going to Him. He’s a big 
illusion man, Kalahasti, hmmm, same distance to fly. I think Sri 
Sailam, ok!  When I’m jumping off the helicopter, it’s really very 
scare, just She took me like that, when you throw the ball - ahhh.  
When I done my process, terrible hungry - terrible hungry!  Some 
pujaris is there, priests, I ask, “Can you give a little prasad?”   
 
Priest: “Swami, how it possible?  There are thousands of people.” 
“It’s ok, fine.”  “Have you seen the tap water there on the side?”  Just 
I went and drank a little water, relaxingly sitting near the Maha Kali, 
Lakshmi, Saraswati, Kali.  Just I sat there relaxingly, so hungry 
thinking…  Already I got the message where the helicopter landed, 
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it’s near near 30-40 kilometers away.  Thanks, God. I thought that 
Captain is bringing the helicopter to Hyderbad.  Poor Clint, I had to 
do some process to him, maybe the Captain is bringing him to 
Hyderbad to land there?  Before sunset, there is no time, if the dark 
comes then the helicopter cannot fly. Everything it went like a…that’s 
the crazy avadhut nature, that is Shiva energy. If He hits it, no matter 
whatever it is.  He never sees His around, how He really has to take 
care, anyhow, He will take care. Especially Mother Divine, that 
statue, the energy’s so, so, so, so intense, like a big flashlight to your 
eyes. Powerful sadhus, yogis, they’re sucking the energy, de-charging 
and they’re purifying, I can feel it - high magnetic vibrations.  It’s so 
interesting, thank you so much Clint for cooperating me.  I’m so sorry 
for really torturing you.  It’s not torturing, you paid your bill. 
 
Clint: Yep!  Anytime, please! 
 
Swami: That’s your karma! (laughter)  He paid his karma.  There’s 
still left.   
 
Clint: I didn’t realize what that energy was until I came back, it was 
such a huge shock to go from this to that. 
 
Swami: Terrible shock to me!  It’s a terrible shock, just it takes to me 
like thirty minutes to dissolve, just to adjust. By midnight, 12:30, 1:00, 
myself I walk to main entrance of the gate.  When I left you, when I 
walk by the camphor, huge light. When I’m making the camphor, 
there’s a few saddhus sitting always asking the money. You seen 
them, wherever we go the car parking, main entrance, where we buy 
the coconuts, the saddhus is there. There’s a bunch of saddhus is 
there.  One saddhu he know me, I been there many times.  He came, I 
gave a hundred rupees to him.  He brought like a gang, ok.  Then I 
pull all my papers, giving to each person.  The police they’re so upset 
with me.   
 
Police: Are you crazy?  What are you doing, Swami?  You shouldn’t 
do this, like this.  We can’t control it.   
 
Swami: Just I put all the papers, chhhht (laughter), take care, run out!  
That energy played me kind of very intense, crazy. I really felt in a 
very dangerous condition at one point.  My system is going to failure, 
and I’m turning to avadhut.  Too much you know, overload.  Over 
energy, uhhh, what to do?  It’s not a drunken person, it’s like a kind 
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of what you’re really looking forward in your life, that huge energy 
once if it came in you, when you are digesting that.  It takes, know 
what I’m saying?  Well, pretty intense. What they wrote in the 
newspaper? 
 
Philip: They wrote that some V.I.P.’s came and you were one of the 
four people they said came. 
 
Swami: Who are they? 
 
Philip: One is a minister, then you, then after that I stopped reading.  
 
Swami: How come?  Poor Clint, he came with expensive helicopter 
then he catch a bus for five rupees! (laughter)  Stop and get in the 
bus, waiting in front of the gate.  When I saw his face, when I come 
out from the temple, he’s like a baby is waiting for their mother. 
(laughter)  Like a two, three years, all of sudden he shake, ahhh!  I’m 
glad I got him.  I can’t laugh, if I laugh, it is so embarrassing!  Ok, 
fine, no problem.   
 
Clint: I was ready to spend the whole night right there near that 
fence. 
 
Swami: They putted huge fence, people is pushing on them, poor 
Jagadesh.  He’s very sick.  It’s very interesting.  How everybody been 
through the Shiva Ratri energy in ashram?  Just quiet and calm?  
Evemarie, how you been?   
 
Evemarie: I was here just few hours and this peace came in my heart.  
I felt it for hours, just like waves, here it is beautiful.  I miss it, it was 
the first time I missed it.   
 
Swami: I’m sure everybody’s missing you. (laughter)  Especially 
Anya, ahe’s the main person recommended to you.  You know, I 
don’t know how my energy will be.  When anybody acts very funny, 
it’s not good to me to get upset on somebody.  If I get upsets on 
somebody, without my notice, the energy will hits them. That’s 
terrible bad.  Around Shiva Ratri times, when I’m doing very serious 
process, if you made any upset to the master, if you made any saint 
anywhere in the universe, just they felt little pain from you, it’s 
enough.  It’s like a rifle shot.  Does it make sense, Philip Lipetz? 
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Philip: I’ve experienced it from you.  
 
Swami: From me? 
 
Philip: From you! 
 
Swami: Ahhh!  How come? 
 
Philip: Well, I did something wrong.   
 
Swami: Good. (laughter)  Hey, I no need to be guilty!  That’s why 
when the master is doing very high energetic process, he has to be 
very careful to be ok.  For example, many people, when I’m sitting 
near fire, since three days around.  They’re going all the way to the 
Mandir, then to the rooms, again they comes up, again they go to the 
rooms, again they comes up, like twenty, thirty times somebody is 
bringing the water, they’re doing this and that, they don’t know what 
to do, they never sit in the Mandir for two, three hours, they go walk, 
go walk.  Is it disturbs, Ramakrishna? 
 
Ramakrishna: Hugely. 
 
Swami: How? 
 
Ramakrishna: It just disturbs you like a shock. 
 
Swami:  What is your personal experience?  You felt anytime when 
I’m walking by you? (laughing) 
 
Ramakrishna: I’m meditating and I don’t even hear you, all of the 
sudden I open my eyes.  My eyes are looking in your eyes! (laughter)  
Like a hot poker, owww!  It’s ok, it’s fine but generally it’s a little 
strange.  It’s been my experience… 
 
Swami: Go ahead, be honest. 
 
Ramakrishna: Well, uhm, I don’t think I’m an over angry person but 
when I meditate it really bothers me when people are walking by, it 
really bothers me.  It takes me like thirty seconds to get back. 
 
Swami: You have to be very…when a person is meditating means for 
example, I comes intentionally to talks here and I stands just sending 
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the energy, how the person is reacting.  Today to be honest I did on 
Ramakrishna, he’s meditating, just I throwed a stroke, small knife, 
chhht!   He’s very, I think maybe he attack on me, “Swami, what are 
doing?”  I did with a reason. His lungi, he made all the way up and 
he’s meditating.  I told him many times, “Hey!”  I’m fair there, I got 
the reason. (laughter)  It is manners, ok, let’s do this!   
 
Well, by today onwards, everybody’s energies, especially who took 
the concord, siddhi purusha process, it’s very, very useful to them  
tonight, what I’m going to do, shaktipats.  My sincere advice, sincere 
serious and serious, if you anytime before Guru Purnima, by 
mistakely more than two, three times, you didn’t follow the rules - 
swaha.  It takes to you twenty-one complete months, know what I’m 
saying?  There’s again chance, you might take again twenty-one.  To 
the special people, to exactly what they’re going now, the same 99.9% 
very accurate.  Just go relaxly, simply concentrating.  If you break any 
rules, I can’t help it, no way.  I’m sure few people is already feeling 
uncomfortable, terrible rules and regulations. It is the time in your 
lives to do really challenging spiritual practice. It’s a challenging 
spiritual practice, either you’re winning it or you’re losing it.  Losing 
means, you’re not losing, you will reach lately, you’ll reach lately.   
 
Even though the circumstance, the people, the energy, the vibrations, 
little wild, smooth, crazy, tender, intense, very uncomfortable 
whatever is running, it is like a beautiful winds.  You should take as a 
beautiful wind, know what I’m saying?  You have to stand, just you 
have to stand, then it’s possible to you to understand.  Whatever the 
wind is running, if you just run through the wind, the wind brings 
you certain distance, then it will drop you there, then it goes different 
direction.  Your life is done.  Almost all you travel lot of time, your 
span is gone, five years, six years, ten years, two years.  Nobody can’t 
help you in your life to pull back in a strong line in spirituality.  So it 
is very important to observe, concentrate on your own personal 
processes everyday, what exact, what you’re doing.  Where you are?  
Is there any chance these circumstances making you to do, breaking 
the law?  Just two, three days you have to think casually. Until to 
Guru Purnima very important.   
 
On the day Guru Purnima, just few people got receiving amazing 
things, then few people is not receiving, that’s not my mistake.  On 
the day you have no right to blame on me, you know what I’m 
saying? 
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Students: Uhm-hmm. 
 
Swami: Does it make sense, Gaya?  You look so beautiful.   
 
Gaya: Hmmmm. 
 
Swami: You have no right to blame on master.  I’m seeing seventy-
five is here to win.  It’s a lot, isn’t it? 
 
Students: Uhm-hmm. 
 
Swami:  In ancient timings, to having a darshan of Mother Divine, 
it’s not that much easy. To you have it, they spend years and years 
and years and years and years but the right master got it.  They do 
twelve years years non-stop, same inspiration, same energy hold it.  
Even though little up and downs, but huge inspiration but we came 
by like one third the time?   
 
So, utilize this time even though the master is not available to you in 
your country, even though you call, you fax, no matter whatever 
you’re going through, make sure once, one more time read the rules 
and regulations. Is anything you feel little uncomfortable certain 
points, certain corners, you can discussion with friends the rules and 
regulations. Is there very emergency you have to talk, I’m here.  
There is a huge chance from March your Swami won’t available, he’s 
one hundred percent traveling big temples, and caves in the forest I 
have my own agenda, program.  Again in April traveling to the states 
for ten, fifteen days.  Once the April month is gone, means almost one 
month is left, one to one and half month to you’re jumping to Guru 
Purnima.  It won’t that much time, it won’t helps.  Even though you 
reach the master, you really broke a lot of laws, rules and regulations.  
You did crazy mistakes, “Swami I did this and this, please fix it.”  
You know what I’m saying?  Is everybody understanding? 
 
Students: Yes. 
 
Swami:  Try to your maximum best to be in your control. Number 
one point what I’m saying, many people with simple silly things, 
they’re feeling little hurt.  Day-by-day they become very sensitive. 
That’s not good, guys. You have to be really stubborn, really 
stubborn - open your heart for forgive everything, ok.  Ok, Nancy did 
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this mistake, it really hurted you, forgiving her.  When you notice it 
hurted you, you have to concentrate ten, fifteen minutes, just 
chanting your personal mantra to healing yourself, to asking God 
forgive her.  Try to develop that in your hearts.  If you can continue 
that your whole life, that is really great.  Try to, I know many people 
is very exciting to seeing the babies.  It’s one part is ok, but one part 
when it is happening I’m doing with few people.  On the time, when 
the Shiva energy is flowing powerfully, you no need to be just to 
hanging around in the Swami neck.  Few guys like a Clint, Jonathan, 
Ramakrishna, few people, Philip, some people will take care.  
Remaining people, if everybody want to be hanging in the Swami 
neck, forget it.  Every person, just chanting your personal mantras, 
charging.  On the time, I don’t know, maybe again I’m talking 
tomorrow, just simply doing it.  On the time, especially on the time, 
think your ambition, your desire, just charge your personal mantra, 
go through, go through, go through. There is a huge one danger here.  
At the time if anybody heard your personal mantra…is anybody 
knew your personal mantra, Tobias? 
 
Tobias: No, nobody listens to me. 
 
Swami: I’m so sorry…  Monika L. knows it? 
 
Philip:  She guessed one. 
 
Swami:  See?   
 
Monika L: No, not Tobias.  I just had a intuition.  I don’t know if it’s 
right.   
 
Swami: Can you write it for me guys? See, already some scare.  First 
of all, let the Philip write.  Don’t underestimate him Monika L.  He’s 
a wild forest man!  Unfortunately he’s having a cloth on his body. 
(laughter)  But sometimes it’s no use, he’s walking in the ashram. 
 
Philip: Clothes are such a bother. 
 
Swami: Is anybody have any confusion on your personal mantras?  
Why this having this?  (Swami reading what Philip wrote)  Forget your 
life. (to Philip)  (laughter)  Come, to look, come!   
 
Philip: Uhm-hmm. 
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Swami: God bless you, sit down.   
 
Philip: So what should I do?  Do everyday one hour massage to her 
feet! (laughter)   
 
Paul: He does that anyway. 
 
Swami: How you know that?  Ok! (laughter)  Sorry, well whooo! 
 
Philip: What should I do? 
 
Swami: Is he whispering it? 
 
Monika L: No, no, no, something in his eyes came out.  We were 
saying something and it was just an intuition.  He never said it. 
 
Swami: There is thousands I given, she hitted just exact the same 
word.  Cross your heart, tell Monika L. 
 
Monika L: Is that what happened?   
 
Philip: Yeah. 
 
Swami: Hey, maybe when he’s sleeping just you’re seeing… 
 
Monika L: No, no, I saw it in his eyes as we were talking about… 
 
Swami:  He’s a top secret person. 
 
Monika L: Swami, if I don’t have the intention of using that… 
 
Swami: Doesn’t matter.  You know it, isn’t it? 
 
Monika L: Well, obviously now I do.  I wasn’t sure, I just had a 
feeling. 
 
Swami: It’s enough sankalpam, that thought, if you touch the fire it 
will burn, even if you don’t touch the fire, it burns. That is the mantra 
power in the Vedic.  You know or you don’t know.  If you do it, it will 
activate, it will function in the nature.  It will function.  Well, hmmm.  
Anybody know guys, please…hello? 
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Ramakrishna: Are you saying if anybody knows anybody else’s? 
 
Swami: Yeah.   
 
Anya: I’m not sure if it’s true but the night we were choosing them, I 
had an intuition on Cindyra’s but I’m not sure… 
 
Swami: Haaa!   
 
Anya: I don’t know if it’s true, it came to me. 
 
Swami: Ok, just write it, show me.   
 
Anya: Ok. 
 
Swami: I know Cyndria’s. 
 
Student: You’re speaking of the one we choose ourselves, right? 
 
Swami: No, what I give to her. Thanks!  She don’t know. Yes, Alana? 
 
Alana: I was unsure of a word so I asked Ramakrishna. 
 
Swami: Ramakrishna? (laughter)  I’m sure yes, no doubt, ok!  Yes, 
he’s making the lungi up and he’s walking (laughing). If he’s giving 
any chance again to any person, forget his life in my hands.  Ok, 
anyhow I’ll see.  The second time fixing.  Entire my talks is fifty 
percent to make you that, your own word, that’s really my big…no 
way.  Well, God bless you Philip.  I can’t pull it back, just you are in 
the middle of ocean.  Even if I pull you back the same distance, even 
if I made you front same distance, but if I push in the front, it can be 
danger, I can’t disturb, I can’t help it.   
 
Philip: What can I do? 
 
Swami: You have to be her slave. 
 
Monika L: He is already. 
 
Swami: Much more!  Hey, I’m serious, you have to open your heart.  
I think she wrote exact word, isn’t it?  So… 
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Philip: But… 
 
Swami: Wait!  I’m talking.  Let me finish.  What is your fear?  Be 
honest.  You have to express. 
 
Philip: Well, her psychic powers have been going, vroom recently, 
obviously. 
 
Swami: Obviously means? 
 
Philip:  It’s clear.  My fear is I do a lot of work, then it goes to her. 
 
Swami: Then I will teach you how to get her back. (laughter)  But the 
majority, hey, don’t feel upset.  It’s ok.  It’s a challenge,  fifty/fifty 
chance.  It will be ok.  In this circumstance, to be honest I really can’t 
help you, but  there’s a chance you can get it back, huge chance. 
 
Philip: I’ve already seen the energy go to her, I have.  If I have a great 
meditation, her powers go up.  I’ve been watching this now for two, 
three weeks.   
 
Swami: It’s ok.  It’s ok.  No problem.  Hey, I’m confident, not now, 
later.  You will know how that person will really affect, I can’t 
express now.  When you are chanting mostly, the guys who are going 
to see tomorrow, they will know their own personal mantra ability.  
When they’re chanting, where it’s coming, when they’re not 
chanting, where it’s going back.  What is going front and back, dial 
and re-dial, cut off and re-dial. Well, it’s ok, please keep your mantras 
alive.   
 
Jonathan: Swami, if we have several personal mantras, if somebody 
were to know one of them, does that suck the energy from all? 
 
Swami: No.  No, if they know exactly that is yours. 
 
Jonathan: Yeah, but if they at least one of them is yours, they don’t 
know the other ones. 
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Swami: It’s fine, still you’re protected.  Protected one part, but you 
have to avoid that not to meditate at all, strictly, that one completely 
you have to avoid it. 
 
Ramakrishna:  Should I avoid that mantra? 
 
Swami: No. 
 
Ramakrishna: That’s my biggest mantra. 
 
Swami: No, you are in the, “Eleven Group” you are in the team with 
“Eleven People.”  Just go your process, don’t think anything, keep 
journey. 
 
Ramakrishna: Well, that’s the main one that I… 
 
Swami: It’s ok, keep go, keep journey. 
 
France: There’s a question from Katarina.  When she is in a holy place 
chanting the mantra, holy people like saddhus can receive these 
vibrations from her? 
 
Swami: It’s ok.  No problem, uh uh.   
 
Paul: She has a fear people are reading our minds as we’re doing our 
meditation. 
 
Swami: That doesn’t matter.  I’m telling a clarification here, if your 
partner readed that, there’s a chance the energy will flow. For 
example, I read Nancy’s personal mantra, just I read it, there is no 
guarantee with wife and husband, it is like, Monika L. and Philip.  
She saw that means, she’s a part of in his soul.  He is a part of in her 
soul, it means there is a similar combination is there.  Just she saw in 
his eyes, then she felt it. Thousands of words I given, no way just 
each person can even to imagine.  Just I putted each person like a 150-
200 letters, words back, front, just huge distance. There’s no 
comparison.  For you, if you go through all 600 people, then there is a 
chance the 600th person having your same mantra.  I given that way.  
(snaps) Impossible, very impossible. 
   
A peacock comes in temple 
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Swami: It’s ok, don’t disturb it.  It came for a visit.   
 
Philip: You were talking about husband and wife… 
 
Swami: The energy will flow each others, but entire my talks, sorry 
Monika L. I don’t want to hurt, but the woman is always to receiver.  
From my entire talks from the beginning, so here, just I’m a little 
concerned, it’s ok, there’s a lot of ways you can get it. 
 
Philip: I’ve watched and when I have a great meditation, things 
happen to her.   
 
Swami: It’s ok.  You’re so lucky one point, very hugely.  This came 
up, you should thanks to…you’re lucky.   
 
Philip: What? That you know about it? 
 
Monika L: No, that he stopped it. 
 
Swami: I stopped it.  Hey, in your heart, it’s ok, I will talk privately.  
It’s not a big deal.  Well, ok any questions guys? 
 
Student: Tonight which personal mantra should we be using? 
 
Swami: Tell your personal mantras. (laughter)  Go ahead, come on, 
whatever you feel comfortable, whatever you feel very comfortable, 
very touched, very pleasant.  You can do two or three.   
 
Jonathan: Tomorrow Swami, should we charge the powers? 
 
Swami: Yeah. Actually, new moon also started now, can do 
tomorrow it’s fine.   
 
Myuri: Why is Shiva Ratri on a new moon day this year? 
 
Swami: What a big question.  So what? 
 
Myuri: I never heard of that, I’m surprised.   
 
Swami: New millennium enter, everything is little funny, I’m serious.  
You watch, every year in this planet, always like a tiger noises, 
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making scared.  It’s funny, interesting, little thrill, little…it’s a kind of 
everything will go ok, it’ll be alright.   
 
Student: (inaudible) 
 
Swami: Hey, just go to them, just check. I thought this is your 
personal mantra, is it?  If they say, “Yes,” tell them, don’t do that.  
Contact Swami, ok! (laughter)  That’s fair to do, isn’t it? 
 
Students: Yes! 
 
Swami: But I’m sure each persons’ calling here to make me little 
scared.  Don’t do that.  If you really know, eighty to a hundred 
percent confident, don’t do otherwise… 
 

End of Talk 
 
 
 
  
 
   
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


